
 

 

1. Reading: 

Read for 10 minutes (or more) 

2. Tricky words:  

Read through the tricky word PowerPoint or play games with 
flashcards as a quick warmup. Put the words from the pink tricky 
word list into a sentence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

two             four            goes             does           made         their 

1. _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

2. _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

3. _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

4. _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

5. _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

6. _____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 
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saw             put             could        should        would          right                    
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3. Phonics: 
Write the words under the correct picture. Colour the pictures 

Launch            pause           haunt            August             exhaust         cauldron      

autumn            taught         naughty        caught               laundry         author 



 

 

 

  

4. Grammar  

Reread the story from yesterday. Answer the grammar questions. 

 
Today was a bad day. I woke up late and rushed down 
stairs, grabbed my bag and ran out the door.  

 

On the way to school I tripped and dropped my 
lunchbox. “Oh no!” I cried as my lunch spilled onto the 
footpath.  

 

When I got to school, my teacher greeted me at the 
door.  “Lucy, did you bring any cakes for the bake sale?” 
Ms. Keane asked. “Oh no! I left my chocolate chip 
muffins at home on the kitchen table.” I said. I was 
very upset because they took me a very long time to 
make.  

 

After school I went for my swimming lessons. Mr. Byrne 
told us to get our hats, but mine wasn’t in my bag. The 
rule is ‘No Hat, No Swimming’ so I wasn’t allowed to go 
swimming in the pool. I felt lonely sitting by myself.  

 

After school I walked home sadly and I thought about 
my terrible day. “I will have a better day tomorrow!” I 
whispered quietly to myself.  



 

 

 

  

1. Find the sentence in the story that ends with a question mark (?) 

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ 

2. Find the past tense for theses verbs: 

Wake ________________           rush _________________ 

Grab _________________           run __________________ 

Trip _________________           drop _________________ 

Spill __________________         cry __________________ 

Ask __________________          say __________________ 

Walk _________________          think _________________ 

3.  Put these nouns from the story in the correct column.  

 

 

 

4.  Can you think of any adjectives to describe chocolate chip muffins? 

________________    _______________     _______________ 

5. Can you think of any synonyms (another word with the same meaning) for 

‘bad’?  

________________   ________________   ________________ 

School    lunchbox      teacher      bag    home    swimming pool    hat    

Place Thing Person 
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5. Write about your favourite season 

Write about your favourite season and give 3 reasons why it is your favourite 
season.   

Useful layout/ phrases:  

My favourite season is ____________(Summer/ Autumn/ Winter/ Spring). 

Firstly/ secondly/ finally, it is my favourite season because ____________ 

In conclusion, my favourite season is ______________.  

Don’t forget to skip a line between each reason.  

(Print the second page of lines again if you need more lined paper for your 
recount)   
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